
Angiotool: A tool for interative visualization ofMRI vetor and tensor �eldsAbhir Bhalerao Paul SummersDepartment of Computer Siene Clinial NeurosienesUniversity of Warwik Kings College Medial ShoolCoventry LondonUK UKabhir�ds.warwik.a.uk p.summers�iop.kl.a.ukMay 30, 2001AbstratMR imaging is a uniquely powerful tool for non-invasively mapping blood ow andmoleular di�usion. These properties have linial signi�ane but the lak of eÆient andintuitive, display and exploration tools for the linial expert is an obstale to bringing theseimages into diagnosti use. We have developed a visualization appliation (Angiotool) forvetor and tensor �eld data derived from MR phase ontrast angiographi and di�usion ten-sor image (DTI) sequenes whih augments routine display funtions with both quantitativeand qualitative exploration features. One of its unique apabilities is to perform interativetraking of streamlines in both veloity and di�usion tensor data. We desribe the GUImodel used by Angiotool and illustrate its interative apability with example results fromlinial ases. Central to the design of Angiotool is the ability to interat and navigatethrough the data in both 2D and 3D displays. Although implementations may di�er, wesee our interation model as well suited to new appliations of this type.1 IntrodutionMotion, whether due to blood ow or moleular di�usion an have measurable e�ets on boththe phase and umulative magnetisation arising from hydrogen nulei (spins) in the body [1℄.Developing ways and means for visualising and analysing these data that meet the needs ofradiologists and surgeons has been a goal of researhers following various paths, inluding:visualising and traking blood ow data [2, 3℄; vasular segmentation [4, 5, 6℄; and analysingdi�usion data [7, 8, 9, 10℄.Central to MR imaging is the dependene of a spin's phase on the time integral of the dotprodut between its position and the vetor desribing the loal magneti �eld gradient (orsimply gradient). Adequate ontrol of the imaging gradients allows the vetor-valued magne-tization (typially represented in omplex value form) to be mapped by use of simple Fouriertransforms of the deteted signals. Independent of the mapping proess, applying an addi-tional bipolar gradient onsisting of two suessive gradient appliations of equal duration andstrength, but with opposite polarity, allows the phase of the spins to be related to its posi-tion. A stationary spin will yield no overall phase shift. A spin whih hanges position overthe ourse of the bipolar gradient appliation however, will undergo a phase shift proportionalto its displaement and the timing of its movement. When the spins within a voxel move atonstant veloity throughout a bipolar gradient their resulting phase shifts are linearly related1



to the omponent of their veloity along the gradient diretion. In the presene of a stronggradient, highly random motion of the spins, i.e. moleular di�usion, an be imaged [7℄. Asveloity is a vetor quantity, three omponent images (plus a referene unenoded image) areneeded to produe a veloity �eld. Similarly, di�usion in a loally homogeneous material isdesribed by a 2nd order tensor (a 3x3 symmetri matrix) and requires at least seven imagesfor its desription.The veloity or di�usion omponent maps may be further proessed to produe summaryimages. A ommon endpoint of phase ontrast angiography (PCA) is an angiographi speedimage produed by taking a square root of the sum of squared the veloity omponents. Theommonest way of post-proessing di�usion images is to determine the net or anisotropi dif-fusion oeÆient (ADC) by using the prinipal eigenvalue of the di�usion tensor. In general,these images provide a onise desription of some aspet of the vetor or tensor �eld. As wellas the alulated and derived images, it is typial for an anatomial (modulus image from theunsensitized data aquisition) to be reonstruted also. Altogether, a typial PCA sequene willprodue of 5 image sets of size 256x256x120 voxels while a di�usion dataset might onsist of 7image sets of size 128x128x60 voxels. The vastness of the data sets pose unique omputationalhallenges.In this artile, we outline linial uses of MR motion imaging whih motivate our worktoward an intuitive graphial tool that meets the requirements of linial experts. The GUIdesign model of our appliation, Angiotool, is then desribed. Its display and interative analysisfuntions, whih an be used equally for vetor valued veloity and tensor data, are illustratedfrom linial ases whih highlight of Angiotool's apabilities.2 Use of images and Existing toolsClinially, the attration of PCA has been its ability to depit owing blood without ontami-nation from stati tissues. As distint from other methods of MR angiography, PCA also hasthe ability to delineate ow patterns and quantify veloity. Di�usion imaging on the other handis most ommonly assoiated with the depition of strokes, where restrited di�usion indiatesreent ourrene (aute stroke and unertain fate of the tissue) and elevated di�usion is seenwhen dead neurons are replaed by erebrospinal uid (hroni stroke). Considerable furtherinterest in di�usion imaging is assoiated with the potential to identify patterns or pathwaysof onnetivity within the brain on the basis of how di�usion anisotropy reets the ourse ofmyelinated (message onduting) neurons. There are similarities in the spei� questions askedby experts for the two types of MR images:� is a vessel patent / is a neuronal trat intat?� what is the degree of stenosis (narrowing) / is an ishaemi (stroke) lesion old or new?� does a partiular vessel feed or drain a given region / what are the terminal onnetionsof a neuronal trat?� what is the ow pattern in a given region / what is the onnetivity of a ortial region?� how has a ow pattern been a�eted post-operatively / is the neuronal trat inuenedby adjaent pathology?The major medial equipment vendors and several independent imaging software develop-ers provide medial image viewing and analysis pakages. Typially, the underlying softwareis bundled with a hardware system. This in part relates to regulatory pratie, and in part2



to pratialities of ustomer support and maintenane. This approah is exempli�ed by Vit-rea(Voxelview) (Vital Images In. Minneapolis Minn.) whih takes full advantage of hardwareand software aeleration to failitate rapid view rendering. Perhaps the most widely-used,multi-platform software-only approah is Analyze (Analyze, Mayo Clini, USA). Whereas Vox-elview is designed partiularly for volume rendering and visualization, Analyze inorporates awide range of additional tools for suh tasks as segmentation, image registration, format on-version, surfae rendering, overlays of two image sets, and the measurement of distanes, anglesand areas. Both pakages support the loading of images from a number of sanner types, allowthe generation of orthogonal and obliquely reformatted images, and provide maximum inten-sity projetion (MIP) and other rendering tools. A notable di�erene in approah is seen inthe generation of dynami \y-throughs" of rendered displays. Whereas Analyze has relied onsripting tools to ontrol objet and viewer poise, Voxelview uses a point and lik interativeapproah whih reords the viewer's movements through and around the dataset. We feel thelatter approah better represents the type of intuitive interation we hope to ahieve withinAngiotool. Neither Analyze nor Voxelview support the viewing or manipulation of vetor ortensor datasets.As yet, there is no universally aepted paradigm for user interation with and visualisationof vetor and tensor data for linial use. In fat, to our knowledge, none of the ommeriallyavailable platforms for medial image viewing deal with vetor or tensor data as suh. Ingeneral, do they allow interation with more than a single 3D image volume at a time exeptfor use in image registration or multispetral segmentation routines. In fat, of the 5 or moredatasets assoiated with a PCA study, only the derived \speed" images reeive attention -typially through use of a MIP display. For tensor data, ADC and frational anisotropy maybe rendered in similar fashion(e.g. [11, 9℄). In neither ase does the MIP of these derivedsalar metris onvey the diretional information ontained in the aquired data. Moreover,MIP viewing is performed independently of display of the orresponding tissue images, whihompliates the task of determining relationships between vasular and non-vasular strutures.A �nal restrition of most linial image viewing pakages, is that quantitative analysis of thevetor or tensor data is often preluded by disarding the underlying data for the brevity of thederived salar images.3 Angiotool: Data Visualization and NavigationWe have attempted to develop a GUI based approah to interative visualization of vetorand tensor data whih meets linial needs by inorporating both traditional ut plane andMIP displays of derived images, with the added abilities to aess the underlying data throughquantitative and dynami qualitative visualization. The GUI presented by Angiotool an bedeomposed into three main displays areas: a square 3D rendering window, an adjaent 3Danalysis window of equal size, and a triplet of smaller windows displaying slie-by-slie viewsof the data (Figure 1). Quantitative information is displayed in a srolling text window and,where appropriate, auxiliary graphial windows.3.1 Orthogonal Slie Views: Tissue and MIP imagesMost radiologists prefer the light-box and �lm paradigm of slie-by-slie viewing to sole re-liane on rendered displays of 3D data. Viewing in this manner allows better (if laborious)determination of spatial relationships between strutures whih may be obsured in stati 3Dviews, and is widely used to on�rm impressions even where for instane MIPs are used togain an overview of the data. The generation of orthogonal planar images from 3D data, and3



Figure 1: Overview of GUI layout of Angiotool. The user is presented with two square 3Drendering windows (top) and a triplet of smaller orthogonal views (entre) of the data. Theleft-hand 3D windows display an oblique MIP of the speed of a erebral PCA. The right handwindow shows the results of a ow traking experiment in the right-internal arotid artery. The3D ursor an be moved by seleting points in the MIP image (whih looks up the orrespoding3D oordinate using a depth bu�er) e.g. selet the seed point for ow traking.
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Figure 2: Orthogonal slie viewers an alternatively show MIPs in respetive diretions.Anatomial data is being viewed in the left-most and right-most displays; funtional data in theentre display. The point-and-lik 3D ursor navigation ontinues to operate when MIP view isshown allowing users to manually trak along a vessel or �bre trat to display orthogonal rosssetions at these points in assoiated tissue volume. Next/Previous buttons enable explorationsof slies either side of urrent ursor position.their simultaneous display is a powerful yet omfortable extension of the traditional linialapproah whih is failitated by omputer display. In Angiotool, as with other orthogonal slieviewers, the views are linked by a 3D ursor (Figure 2). This allows for a simple point andlik navigation through the data: a lik in any of the three views will update the other twowith the `ross-setion' assoiated with X and Y o-ordinates entred on the lik position.Suh a display model is widely used in CAD and arhiteture where entre lines link the twoelevation and plan views. Within Angiotool, we typially use the T1 weighted tissue imagesfrom PCA data or either the T2 weighted tissue or derived ADC image from di�usion studiesto provide omprehensive overviews of general anatomy in the orthogonal slie viewer. In fat,any o-registered data set, suh as CT, an be nominated as the `anatomial' image and viewedsimultaneously with the phase ontrast (funtional) image. For eah of the orthogonal viewdiretions, a orresponding MIP of the speed (PCA) or ADC (di�usion) data is preomputed.With a single mouse lik the user an toggle between the MIP and anatomial slie data.To aid relating the anatomial view to the angiographi or di�usion strutures of interest, thepoint-and-lik ursor navigation ontinues to operate on the MIP image. With this, when animage feature suh as a vessel, is manually traked with the ursor in the MIP view, the othertwo views are automatially re-entred on the ursor position. Within the orthogonal slieviewer, view-independent next-slie and previous-slie buttons allow the user to make limitedexplorations on either side of an initial loation.3.2 3D displayThe two square, 3D display windows show the same viewpoint with the orientation ontrols andursors being linked together. The left hand window (3D render window) shows a ray-astrepresentation of the data volume either as a surfae shaded display (gradient shaded) or as aperspetive MIP as shown in Figures 3(a) and (). Full brute-fore ray asting is omputation-ally expensive, so the render window performs an inremental ray asting in a multi-resolutionfashion. Rendering auray is temporarily traded-o� against speed to allow the user to quiklyre-orient themselves to a desired viewpoint and image zoom setting, ahieving the low lateny,ontinuous feedbak interation essential for any e�etive 3D navigation ontrol [12℄. Themulti-threaded implementation seamlessly sales over multi-proessor SMP arhitetures [13℄.5



(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 3: (a) Surfae rendering of a speed iso-surfae depiting major vessels from erebralMRA. (b) Veloity data of (a) shown as a �eld of vetror where the olour represents vetororientation. () MIP of ADC from an example di�usion image. (d) Plot of prinipal eigenvetors aross a slie from di�usion image (). Neuronal trak divergene, ross-hemisphereand anterior-posterior onnetivity is apparent.
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The render window maintains a depth bu�er (or z bu�er) of the urrent projetion fromwhih the (x; y; z) ursor position an be mapped. When eah MIP value (or surfae olour) isprojeted onto the view plane, its voxel position is reorded in a 2D bu�er Z(i; j) = (x; y; z).When the user selets a point [i; j℄ in the MIP using the ursor, Angiotool `looks-up' theappropriate voxel address (x; y; z). This may be used to rede�ne the slie positions in theorthogonal viewer or to provide initial points for analysis as desribed below. Beause theprojeted value (x; y; z) in a MIP may be from brighter values either in front of or behind thevessel of interest. To prevent suh depth ambiguity errors when traking a vessel, a limited-MIP where only voxels whih lie between two planes zmin and zmax parallel to the view planeare projeted an be used. By reduing this depth value to be about the size of the voxeldimensionality (e.g. 1mm), the projeted image redues to a ut slie through the urrentursor position providing a means of generating oblique slies.The right hand window (3D analysis window) is used to display results of analyses onthe vetor or tensor data volume. Whereas the render window displays voxel information byray asting, the analysis window displays graphis geometry (points, lines, planes and text).The 3D ursor, the bounding navigation ube, axes and data orientation label objets are everpresent in analysis window. The natural assoiation of vetors with line segments or arrowsprovides a simple means of onveying the underlying data for PCA. The ow �eld may bedisplayed by rendering the 3D vetor �eld as a grid of small lines through the entres of eahvoxel. The vetor diretion and magnitude are olour oded as follows:� Veloity orientation is oded suh that eah omponent (vx; vy; vz) is mapped to a orre-sponding olour hannel (r; g; b) e.g. r = (vx+max(jvxj))=2, normalised to the appropriateolour hannel range. This mapping has the e�et that all vetors with the same orienta-tion have the same olour.� Veloity magnitude (i.e. speed of ow) proportionally ontrols the length of the linerepresenting the vetor.A user de�ned threshold is used to avoid lutter from stationary tissues and air permittingvetor display as illustrated in Figure 3(a). Several authors have used ellipsoids as a voxel-wisedisplay analogy for di�usion tensor data (e.g. [8℄). As muh of the attention in our institutionshas foussed on questions of onnetivity, we have simpli�ed the ellipsoid model to one ofdisplaying the priniple eigenvetor of the di�usion tensor for eah voxel 3(d).Diret rendering of vetor data at the voxel level is a �rst step to making use of the availableinformation. This approah is however, not without its limitations. For instane, the identi-�ation of likely paths through the data - blood ow streamlines or neural onnetivity, mustbe inferred. Also, strutural boundaries are often diÆult to distinguish in the vetor displaythan in the anatomial or MIP images. The anatomial rendering from the render window anbe superposed onto ontents of the 3D analysis window. This allows the user to visually fusethe vasular struture with the vetor information (e.g. Figure 6()). A ompliation of PCA,phase wrapping artefats [14℄, an be learly seen in this way (Figure 3(b)). The viewer mayalso visually `interpolate' noisy or disjoint ow in small vessels. The results of analysis of theraw voxel data often suit graphial representation (e.g. surfae of ow lines). The 3D analysiswindow may be used for display of suh results, examples of whih are disussed below.3.3 Cut-viewThe ut-view window is an auxiliary display below the main window ontrol panel (Figure 1)whih an be used to loally interrogate the vetor/tensor data over a limited area. Theut-view an be used in both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Appliations of ut-viewing7



(a) (b) ()Figure 4: The user an perform a virtual `ut' of a vessel. The ut plane is always orthogonalto the view-plane. Its orientation is seleted by orienting a rubber-banded line as shown in (a).(b) Shows the resulting ut plane highlighted in pink and the speed data aross the ut (insetview (b)). Angiotool an plot the pro�le of the alibrated speed aross the vessel as shown in().inlude displaying the speed pro�le aross a vessel at a hosen point (Figure 4()), and preiselypositioning the 3D ursor e.g. for seeding partiles in ow simulations as desribed below. Inrelation to di�usion data, projetions of the eigenvetor diretions onto or through the planemay be displayed. The ut-plane is always perpendiular to the view of the render display andentred at the most reently seleted 3D ursor position. A virtual knife (a rubber banded linethat follows the ursor) is used to de�ne the orientation of the ut-plane simply by de�ning theends of the ut with mouse liks (Figure 4(a)). Alternatively, Angiotool an auto-selet theut-plane orientation to be perpendiular to the average loal veloity.4 Analysis toolsAngiotool's analysis tools an be ategorised as stati, where a single, often quantitative resultis output, or dynami, where step by step interation produes qualitative results. If the statitehniques answer the question `what is', the dynami tehniques, by simulation, try to answerthe question `what if'.4.1 Stati analysesAngiotool has limited ow quanti�ation features. For any 3D point seleted in the renderwindow, the speed and veloity estimates derived from raw images are shown in the srollingtext panel at the bottom of the main window. This type of output ould be used in assessingwhether an apparent vasular stenosis seen on the MIP views is exerting a haemodynami e�et- i.e. is the blood ow veloity signi�antly higher through the pereived narrowing than inthe segments on either side. By de�ning points along the vessel, a series of speed estimatesand positions are transferred to the 2D plot funtion for display, or to proessing routines forestimation of the extent of narrowing. This longitudinal information omplements the ross-setional results obtained with the ut-view funtion above. Applying basi alulations to thedata, the ut-view itself has been extended to estimates peak and mean veloities (in m/s),ow (in ml/s) and proportional shear stress in a vessel ross-setion. Flow is estimated onlyover samples where the speed is greater than 20% of the peak in the de�ned ross-setion.8



(a) (b)Figure 5: Summary displays of veloity information produed by a multiresolution averagingproess [15℄. (a) Centre line and diretion information of main loal features. (b) Estimates ofvessel diameters are displayed as barrel motifs.Many image proessing tehniques whose endpoints are data redution and extration haveoutputs suitable for graphial representation. Segmentation for example is a ommon step inestablishing automating the detetion of vessel narrowing and in de�ning the ow boundariesfor omputation uid dynamis studies. Elsewhere we have reported on the use of the rawveloity information in a multiresolution averaging proess both for segmentation and to pro-due summary entreline and bounding shell estimates for vessel segments [15℄. These lendthemselves to rendering with line and barrel motifs respetively as illustrated in Figure 5 (a)and (b) respetively.4.2 Dynami analysesThe potential for dynami interation with vetor and tensor �eld data in Angiotool is ex-empli�ed by its faility for streamline traking. The estimation of streamlines is a means ofapproximating the path of blood owing along a vessel [3℄ or putative onnetivity of neuronsby following the anisotropi omponent of di�usion along a nerve bundle [7, 8, 10℄. Streamlinetraking is initiated by setting a number of partiles (or seeds) into the veloity vetor (di�usiontensor) �eld. For eah seed Angiotool determines subsequent positions on the basis of the loalveloity (di�usion anisotropy). The resulting trak is displayed as a 3D urve in the analysiswindow.The traking proess is loal and relies solely on the veloity data at eah point using aphysial spae, point traking algorithm. Any time dependent ow stream an be expressed bythe ordinary di�erential equation for the hange in position ~r given the loal veloity ~v:d~rdt = ~v(~r(t); t) (1)giving, ~r(t+ Æt) = ~r + Z t+Ætt ~v(~r(t); t)dt: (2)Sine our PCA data is a time averaged veloity �eld ~v(~r), a simple 1st order Euler integrationan solve for the integral on the rhs without having to resort to an elaborate multi-stagenumerial integration (e.g. [16℄) i.e. ~r(t+ Æt) = ~r + Æt~v (3)9



The inremental step Æt an be hosen to give displaements of the order of the minimum voxeldimensionality e.g. 0.5 or 1mm. Linear interpolation is used to estimate the veloity at thereal o-ordinates ~r given the disretely sampled data ~vi. For display purposes a spline urveis interpolated through the set of points ~r(t). The traking proess is terminated if the speedfalls below a threshold value set by the user, or the trak exits the data volume. Blood-owtraking is illustrated in Figure 1 for a normal subjet, and Figure 6(a)-() for a patient witha giant erebral aneurysm.With di�usion tensor data, the traking is performed on a derived vetor �eld suh as theprinipal eigenvetor whih represents the loal anisotropy modulated by a salar. The di�usiontensor an be expressed as a linear sum of the outer produt of its priniple omponents orusing tensors of rank 1 � i � 3, Ti whih have a geometri interpretation depending on therelative 3D `shape' of the loal di�usion oeÆient:T = (�1 � �2)T1 + (�2 � �3)T2 + �3T3 (4)where �i are the eigenvalues, and Ti =Pij ~ej~eTj are the sum of the outer produt of eigenvetorsrespetively [8℄. For the tensor traking, we simply use the rank 1 (line) ase where di�usionhas taken plae anisotropially in the diretion ~e1:~v(~r) = f(~r)~e1(~r) (5)and f an be any appropriate salar measure e.g. �1=P3i �i. Our traking proess does notdeal optimally with points where �bre trats meet or ross (where rank 2 and rank 3 tensorsare required). A more sophistiated approah (see for example [8℄) will be needed to betterhandle this situations.The basi traking proess an be modi�ed by reversing the time steps to trak `bakwards'through the ow i.e. Æt ! �Æt. This is partiularly useful to identify potential feeding vesselsto arterio-venous malformations and aneurysms (see Figure 6(b)). For traking white mattertrats, both forward and bakward steps are taken from the seed point. This overomes thearbitrary hoie between eigenvetors and their negatives when deomposing the tensor �eld.An example of traking within di�usion tensor data is shown in Figure 6(d).Multiple seed points an also be traked simultaneously (Figure 6() and (d)): either byseeding a 26-neighbourhood of voxels around the seed point, or all points in the data volumeat a spei�ed step interval an be seeded. The latter modi�ation is quite slow, but the resultsan give a better impression of ow onnetivity than the stati vetor display alone. Fordisplay purposes, arrow heads an be added to start/ends of the individual stream lines. For�ner disrimination of ow streams, start points an be seeded with greater preision on theut-view display window. This overomes the possible ambiguities in depth in setting the seedposition from the MIP alone.When the user �nds a view partiularly useful, its parameters may also be book-marked,for easy return after subsequent manipulations. In similar fashion, the urrent ontent of theanalysis window an bu�ered at the press of button. These bu�ers enable suessive analysesto be permanently reorded, ompared, or animated. As the user has full, interative ontrol ofthe viewpoint (magni�ation and orientation), this provides a rudimentary means of generatingand storing a sequene of hanging viewpoints (y-through). We have also found the bu�eringuseful for reording suessive stages in the streamline traking proess. A stak of displaybu�ers is maintained by Angiotool whih the user an yle through (replay) using the movieontrol buttons (e.g. see example frames shown in Figure 6(e)).
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(a) (b)

() (d)
(e)Figure 6: (a)-(): Flow traking experiments to determine the nek of a giant erebral aneurysm:(a) User selets starting point(s) in MIP view. (b) By reversing the diretion of ow from theseed point, blood ow is followed from within the aneurysm bak through the nek and intothe feeding artery, preisely loating the nek (near bifuration o� right internal arotid andmiddle-erebral arteries). Further experiments with ow traked forward in time reveals theow vortex within the aneurysm. () Overlay of MIP with ow experiment. (d) Example ofestimated white-matter traks within a di�usion image from a entral slie aross the brain. (e)Frames from animation of aneurysm traking experiment showing movement of virtual partilesthrough vessels. This animation is normally rendered in 3D and user an interatively altertheir viewpoint.
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5 ConlusionsThere has been growing interest in the development of image proessing and analysis methodsfor angiographi and di�usion data. Examples of methods range from simply enhaning thedisplay of urvilinear strutures [4, 5, 6℄ to analysing ow and onnetivity e.g. [2, 4, 3, 16,10℄. Inevitably, most suh methods are spei� to the nature of the data: time of ight orphase ontrast PCA, and, on the whole, have been implemented for the purposes of algorithmdevelopment making them awkward or unsuitable for linial use. Consideration of the enduser is a reognised fator in making post-proessing methods aepted and routinely used.Angiotool provides funtionality that fouses on a set of aountable and responsive oper-ations for data exploration. The urrent implementation is built upon open standards teh-nologies: GUI toolkits using X and Motif and 3D graphis using OpenGL. Although Angiotoolis not as generalised and extensible a framework as other pakages (e.g. AVS, Analyze, IDL,VTK) o�er, we believe that its speialised nature makes it easier to use in the linial environ-ment and better suited to partiular diagnosti tasks at hand. Its strength lies in the designbeing tailored to the requirements of its expert users: radiologists and surgeons. Where theexperts demand up-and-oming proessing, analysis and display algorithms an be appendedto the existing features of Angiotool without substantive hanges to the look-and-feel of theGUI.Several aspets of the GUI and rendering apabilities ould be undoubtedly improved upon.The organisation of the ommand syntax (layout of �le menus and ontrol panels) has not beenpartiularly well optimised and there is no built-in way to undo, log, and reord operations,apabilities whih are important in a linial setting. The ray-ast rendering engine ould beaugmented with volume rendering. A funtion whih would be of use when studying groupsof patients is a way to atalogue quantitative and qualitative results against the geometry ofthe patient's anatomy (e.g the vasulature). We are urrently in the proess of inorporatingstrutured data reording methods. Also, while the linial interest driving Angiotool's devel-opment has largely foussed PCA and di�usion tensor imaging, other vetor and tensor �eldssuh as temperature gradients, and deformation are already being mapped with MRI. Never-theless, we believe that the presented GUI model ould usefully form the basis of other linialappliations of this type, where the need for eÆieny in data visualisation and interrogationproesses remains.AknowledgementsThe authors would like to gratefully aknowledge the ontributions of both linial and om-puter siene olleagues at the Surgial Planning Laboratory, Harvard Medial Shool, Bostonand from the Division of Radiologial Sienes, Kings College Medial Shool, Guy's Hospital,London. Notably: Drs Westin, Nakajima (MD), Cox (MD) and Profs Kikinis (MD), Jolesz(MD) and Hawkes. Thanks also to Dr Neil Roberts and Tom Barrik (MRI Analysis Centre,University of Liverpool) for providing example DTI data.Referenes[1℄ P. R. Moran, R. A. Moran, and N. Karstaedt. Veri�ation and evaluation of internal owand motion. True magneti resonane imaging by the phase gradient modulation method.Radioloy, 154(2):433{441, 1985. 12
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